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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the motion of hot electrons when passing through a

thin metal film is given, with particular reference to the cold-cathode

emitter and photoelectric-type devices. Electron-electron collisions

are considered to be responsible for the slowing down processes within

the film and sufficient collisions are assumed to occur so that the motion

is diffusive. The differential-scattering cross section is assumed to

be almost spherically symmetrical in the center-of-mass system of co-

ordinates, and thus the equations deduced by Wolff (which include electron

multiplication) may be used. Methods of solving the integrodifferential

equation are given. The effects of the Exclusion Principle are in-

corporated and a partial-differential equation, involving the electron-

electron mean free path and the energy loos per collision as energy-

dependent parameters, is deduced. This equation is solved in detail

using boundary conditions which allow for a large percentage (, 90 per-

cent) of the hot electrons to be reflected from the film surfaces. It

is found that, for diffusive motion, the total current emitted is ap-

proximately proportional to the inverse of the film thickness.

An analysis of electron tunneling through an insulator is also made

in relation to the cold-cathode emitter.
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The expression "hoto electron is used to describe those electrons

present in a solid which have an energy much above that of the average
electron present in the material and are thus not in thermal equilibrium

with the lattice. In a metal the energy may be about twice that as-

sociated with those electrons at the Fermi level, whereas in a semi-

conductor their energies would be larger than that corresponding to the

lower limit of the conduction band. The properties of hot electrons

differ from those of ordinary electrons in the solid, as they have a

much shorter lifetime and undergo different energy-loss mechanisms.

Any description of their motion within a material is necessarily different

from that of other electrons.

There has been considerable interest recently in the cold-cathode

emitter as a device in which hot electrons are injected into a thin metal

film and allowed to diffuse across the film. The theoretical problems
involved are very complicated and the present report contains the results

of investigations aimed at understanding more fully the physical princi-

ples inherent in such devices. The approach is phenomenological and no

attempt will be made to derive the parameters from first principles. In

addition, the description to be used is classical in several instances,
although quantum mechanical modifications are fully discussed.

Hot electrons may be injected into a film using either electrical

or photoheating methods. Technically the latter method is more straight-

forward but one advantage of the electrical heating method is that hotter
electrons may be produced. Chapter II describes the tunnel emission of

the electrons into the film through a triangular-shaped potential barrier
presented by the insulator, and also describes the geometry of the cold-

cathode device. A brief survey of the motion of hot electrons in metal

films is given in Chapter III and the problems present are outlined. In

addition, a summary of other recent theoretical discussions is given.

Chapter IV is largely concerned with the background to the central theme

of the present investigation, namely, the diffusive motion of the hot

electrons through a metal film. It is applied to the problem of photo-

electrons generated within the metal film (Chapter V) and followed by

considering the injection of hot electrons into the film (Chapter VI).

The diffusion equation is solved taking into account reflections at the

film surface. Interpretation of the calculation for the electron yield

is given in Chapter VII and is discussed in relation to experimental work.

- I1- SEL-62-142



II. GENERATION OF HOT ELECTRONS IN A COLD-CATHODE DEVICE

Consider a sandwich composed of a thin dielectric film of thickness

a (, 100 A) deposited on a base metal with another thin metal film of

thickness b ('. a) deposited on the dielectric. With no potential applied,

the energy band structure and Fermi level may be sketched as shown in

Fig. 1. On assuming infinite extensions of the films in the y-z plane,

* - I. S - 0
IAJ .

',E,' ", .VACUUM
•,FER4..........................

ELEVEL

E L
F'

MET~

FIG. 1. BAND STRUCTURE OF THE

COLD-CATHODE EMITTER.

application of a positive potential to the outer metal film alters the

band structure to that si~own in Fig. 2. If the two films are sufficiently

thin, electrons will tunnel across the dielectric and proceed through

the metal film without appreciable loss in energy. Since many of the

electrons will arrive at the surface with sufficient energy to overcome

the work function, they will be emitted into the vacuum region beyond

and collected. An investigation of this problem falls mainly into two

categories: the first concerns the theory of electron tunneling through

an insulator in the presence of an electric field and the second describes

the motion of the hot electrons through the metal film. A discussion

of tunneling is given in the present chapter, and succeeding chapters

analyze the hot-electron diffusive motion.

SEL-62-142 2-
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FIG. 2. BAND STRUCTURE OF THE

COLD-CATHODE EMITTER ON
APPLICATION OF A POSITIVE
POTENTIAL TO THE METAL FILM.

A. THE ELECTRIC TUNNEL EFFECT

An investigation of quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons through

thin layers of insulating materials has been reported by Fisher and

Giaever [Ref. 1], and explained using the theory of Holm [Ref. 2]. The

latter publication presents a theory for the tunneling process which is

applicable to all values of applied electric fields existing across the

insulating layer. Previous theories were directed only at very weak or

very strong fields. The number of electrons tunneling across the insu-

lator, and hence, its effective resistance, was found by multiplying the

approximate transmission coefficient quoted by Rojansky [Ref. 3] by an

appropriate energy-distribution function and integrating over all avail-

able electron energies. (The Theory of tunneling as presented by Kane

[Ref. 41 is not applicable here, as such calculations refer to tunneling

through forbidden regions of K-space and not real space.)

The aim of the present calculation is to derive the spectrum of the

hot electrons incident on the metal film. This depends mainly on the

density-of-states curve N(E) for the base metal, the applied electric

field, and the energy lost by the electrons when traveling through the

conduction band of the insulator. As the formulas quoted by Holm are not

readily applicable to such a calculation, it was decided to examine the

problems involved from first principles. The probability that a single

electron of definite kinetic energy penetrates the potential barrier is

calculated by solving the Schr'dinger Equation for different values of

- 3 - SEL-62-142



applied field. This expression is then modified by N(E) and the energy-

lost parameters for the insulator in order to calculate At(E').

1. The Theory of Tunneling

If it is assumed that the resulting electric field 2 in the

insulator is uniform, the shape of the potential barrier is shown in

Fig. 3. When an electron enters the insulator at x - 0, it has an

energy E - mv2/2 where v is the x-component of velocity and is ac-

celerated across the film by the applied potential U. However, an

alternative and more useful description is obtained by assuming that the

VV

0 a 0 c a

I I m XI I I

(a) Weak and intermediate (b) Strong fields

electric fields

FIG. 3. POTENTIAL BARRIER THROUGH WHICH AN ELECTRON HAVING KINETIC
ENERGY E PASSES.

electron has energy E throughout the film, but is moving in a potential

V given by

" mXx (2.1)

where Vo is a constant as shown, X = e(2em/,K2 ) - (U/a)(2em/X 2 ).

Assuming that the electron suffers no loss in energy in this region, the

classical Hamiltonian is given by:

SEL-62-142 - 4-



• 1 2mv2 +Vo - x (2.+V)
2 x 0 2 22

Thus, the corresponding Schr•dinger equation for a wave function 4

describing the motion of an electron having eigenvalue E. is:

_e A + (V o  e X <x) = Eo¢ (2.3)
2-m dx2 2m3

Putting

2m(Vo -E0 ) (2.4)

IX2

Equation (2.3) reduces to:

A t . (a2 - Xx)o (2.5)

dx
2

The solution to (2.5), given in series by Forsyth (Ref. 5] and convergent

for finite x, is:

P - ao (l + Q2B + Q2 BQ2 B + ... ) + aj(x + Q2 Bx + Q2 BQ2 Bx ... )

where ao and al are arbitrary constants; B . (Ca2 - Xx); and Q de-

notes the operation of integrating from 0 to x all terms succeeding

it. Each term in each series may be obtained from its predecessor by

multiplying by B and then integrating twice in succession from 0 to

x. Substituting for B gives

S= a 1 + ! 4'Lx + 2-6 + + ajx + +

2 ! 6! -5 /

+ a° 3! 61 9 + i 4! 7! 10!

1~~~~~ ~~ L.3 +~x .Xx
6 

_ __ .. )a + 2X_ - .!4'

- 5 -IL- (2.,6)
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Before coatianiag, it may be noted that Eq. (2.6) is oft** called t"e
Airy Equation. It is discussed in several tests where the term involving

a* is called the first Airy ftuction tad that involving al is sailed
the second Airy function. Extensive mathematical tables of the faotians
exist for wide ranges of 0 (see Smirnov Ilef. 61, for example). As we
are primarily concerned with the case of an electron traveling across
the film in a positive x-direction, we set

a0 + - 0 (2.7)a

Thus, the wave function for such an electron becomes:

0x a0 [eax + &I + p,2x6 - MY ... )6! 9!

CL l0X2x7 80. 3x 10 ... (284! 7! 10!(2)

representing an exponentially damped wave on which is superimposed a
ripple { ).

In order to obtain an estimate of the importance of the exponential
decay of 0 compared to the ripple, corresponding terms in the series
expansion of e-ax have been compared with these in the ripple. For
example, the coefficient of x in e-az is (-a 3 a0 /3!) and in the
ripple it is (-a0 X/3). Their ratio (a 3 /k) is proportional to

(Vo- Eo) 3 / 2 /eU and is always much greater than one in the case of weak
or intermediate fields as shown in Fig. 3a. Similarly, ratios of other
terms are of the same order, and thus e"ax dominates 0. As U is
increased, the importance of the ripple increases.

Consider the case of a very strong field as shown in Fig. 3b. At

x . c, Vo -. 2 /2mkc - Eo (i.e., c a a 2/A), admitting a solution

( o a0  six (2.9)

For c _< x _ a, Eq. (2.9) still applies, but the contribution from the

ripple now dominates 0. This is to be expected as the electron can

exist in this region on classical grounds and the problem is similar to

that of a free particle having a sinusoidal type of wave function. In
this region, the probability of an electron tunneling through the

SEL-62-142 - 6 -



potential barrier is independent of barrier width (apart from small
secondary effects relating to the nonuniform potential).

For small values of U or E, it may be possible to consider
only the first term of each series in the ripple. However, the available

values for E are limited by the physical properties of the metal and

insulator (e.g., the energy gap of the insulator and the separation in

energy between the Fermi level of the metal and the conduction band of
the insulator). Neglect of each second term in the ripple series is

possible to within 10 percent if Ua2 ,, 10-11 v N2 . The relevant values

of U and of a that satisfy these conditions are given below:

U (volts) 10 1 0.1 0.01

a (angstroms) 1 3.3 10 33

In examples of practical importance relating to the cold-cathode emitter,

it is thus necessary to consider many terms in the aeries for both very

weak or very strong fields.

One of the objects of the calculation was to determine whether

or not it is possible to substitute a potential barrier having a sloping

top with either another square barrier of a different constant potential
less than Vo and width a, or a square barrier of constant potential

equal to V. but width greater than a. No satisfactory results have

so far been obtained in either case, due mainly to the complex nature

of the ripple.

B. THE TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT

Cold-cathode emitters are normally designed in such a way that they

correspond to the case of strong fields as shown in Fig. 3b. The

probability that an electron, initially found in the base metal, tunnels

through the barrier and emerges into the conduction band of the insulator

at x *c is given by:

T, .
1'0(+x) q6(+X)

3xuc

['0(+x) q6(+x)]x-0

The reverse process of electrons tunneling from the conduction band back

i into the base metal may also occur; thus we define a probability:

- 7 - SEL-62-142



(0( [-x) 0(-x)3x-c

The total transmission coefficient T for electrons to leave the base
metal for the insulator is thus (Tl - T2 ). However, T2 may be neglected

since there is only the conduction band of the insulator, and thus Ti

represents the total transmission coefficient. From (2.9),

[-O(+x) 0(+x)]x-c - [So + alc] 2

a a(l - c )2

using (2.4) and (2.7). Now [ i+x) (+x)]x-O * a2 and thus

T ( - [I ,-(c) 2m(Vo- E0)3  (2.10)

This shows that the transmission coefficient depends entirely on (Vo _E),
and the applied electric field e(=U/a). While 2 and Vo are constant
for all electrons, T depends on the energy of the electron considered
in a very complicated way. In the above analysis, a potential barrier
with sharp edges has been assumed. This is not strictly true, due to
the effect of the image force and the rounding off of the edges, which

results have been discussed by Sommerfeld and Bethe [Ref. 7].

For x > c, the electrons move in the conduction band of the

insulator until they reach the plane x - a. Suppose a diffusion length
L for these electrons is defined by the equation

nI- no exp( a ... c) (2.11)

where n1  is the number of electrons in an energy range E to (E+dE)

traveling in the positive x direction at the plane x - a, and no is

the number in the same energy range traveling in the same direction at

x - c. The parameter L allows a certain fraction of the electrons to

be scattered from the beam in a simple phenomenological way. The

physical principles involved are quite complex--in fact, the problem is

almost analogous to the one to be analyzed later concerning the diffusive

motion of electrons in metal films. However, as (a- c) is generally

SEL-62-142 - 8 -



considerably smaller than b, the thickness of the metal film, it may

be anticipated that the error involved in using (2.11) is likely to be
small.

C. HOT-ELECTrN SPECTPU, A(E')

The hot-electron energy spectrum incident on the metal film is then

of the form:

Txransmission coefficien4
Spectrum Transmission coefficient l through conduction band
a t x 0 IThrough potential barrierj of insulator I

-N(E') F(E', T) [I ( ) _t E')] exp(o b-c) (2.12)

where all energies are now measured with respect to an origin at the
bottom of the conduction band of the metal film, and F(E',T) is the
Fermi function at the temperature T, defined by:

F(EN, T) - 1 (2.13)

[exp E" -EF) + 1

The electrons enter the thin metal film with an energy up to eV
above the Fermi level. They then proceed through the film and arrive at
the surface where those with a perpendicular energy component greater
than the electron affinity of the metal c&n escape. As these electrons
are not in thermal equilibrium with the lattice, the formal method of
treating electronic conduction in metals is no longer applicable and

thus it is necessary to make a detailed analysis of this motion.

9- S- L-62-142



III. HOT ELECI"I4S IN THIN METAL FIfJ

A. IN1•mWCFION

The first results concerning hot electrons were obtained by Ryder

and Shockley [Ref. 8] and Ryder [Ref. 9] for semiconductors, and the

observed deviations from Ohm's law were explained by Shockley [Ref. 10].

Recently, a detailed study of hot-electron emission from silicon p-n

junctions was made by Moll, Meyer, and Bartelink [Ref. Ill. On the

other hand, little is known about the properties of hot electrons in

metals, although tunnel emission of electrons into a thin metal film

has been reported by Mead [Ref. 12], Giaever [Ref. 13], and Nicol,

Shapiro, and Smith [Ref. 14]. References 13 and 14 largely concern

superconductors. The first publication specifically dealing with hot

electrons in metal films was by Spratt, Schwarz, and Kane [Ref. 15], but

the interpretation of their results has recently been criticized by Hall

[Ref. 16]. Mead [Ref. 17] investigated the transport of hot electrons

in gold films using tunnel injection and vacuum collection; and Spitzer,

Crowell, and Atalla [Ref. 18] obtained values for the mean free paths

in gold using photoheating and internal collection. At the present

time, several other groups are undertaking experiments using various

techniques for production and collection, and it is hoped that the

results of such experiments will soon appear.

A theoretical investigation into the problem involves analyzing all

the possible mechanisms responsible for abstracting energy from the hot

electrons. Generally speaking, these are:

1. Electron-electron collisions (elastic, inelastic, and plasma
oscillations),

2. Electron-phonon collisions (acoustical, optical, and polar modes),

3. Electron-lattice imperfections (point, line, and surface defects),
and

4. Size and surface effects of the film.

In a typical metal film (gold or aluminum, for example), the most likely

mechanisms involve electron-accoustical phonon collisions (optical

phonon losses will only be present in metals having more than one atom

per unit cell) and electron-electron collisions. The effect of having a

very thin film rather than a large piece of metal, as suggested in item

4, influences the energy-loss mechanisms indirectly. It limits the mean

free path for the various interactions and modifie, the electronic band

SEL-62-142 - 10 -



structure and vibrational spectrum in a manner described by Blatt

[Ref. 19]. The occupied states in k-space and the allowed vibrational

modes in q-space lie on infinitely thin sheets (in the y-s plane)

separated by 21/Nao, where N is the number of unit cells across the

film and ao is the lattice parameter. (The surface atoms of the films

are not in the same environment as they would be in a block of metal of

infinite size, a:nd hence the sheets are slightly displaced.) At low

temperatures, therefore, transitions involving changes in k. and qx

are forbidden. For films of the size considered here, this effect is

so small that it may be neglected.

In order that an accurate theoretical analysis of the problem may

be given, it is necessary to examine several points from an experimental

angle:

I. How does energy loss depend on temperature? (This indicates the
importance of mechanism 2, since mechanism I is almost temperature
independent.)

2. How does energy loss depend on applied voltage, and thus hot electron
energy? (Electron-electron interaction is altered since the scatter-
ing function is energy dependent. In addition, the possibility of
plasma excitation occurs at the higher energy ranges.)

3. How does the energy loss depend on thickness? (The type of motion
experienced by the electron depends on the number of collisions
suffered by the electron.)

The implications of these points will now be considered.

B. THEORY

An examination of experimental results reveals that elastic electron-

electron collisions are largely responsible for the slowing down of the

hot electrons in the metal film since the electron yield is almost

temperature independent. This may be verified also by considering the

geometry of the film in relation to the incoming hot-electron beam. The

electron-phonon collision mean free path will be almost the same as that

in the bulk material. Typical figures for the latter, obtained from

Dekker (Ref. 201, show that the mean free path for metals is several

hundred angstroms; for gold, the figure is 570 A. The total effective

mean free path Xt for hot electrons is of the form:

(3.1)

- 11 -SEL-62-142



where ki are the individual mean free path* for the various possible

collisions. Using the above figures, Eq. (3.1) shows that little error

is involved when electron-electron collisions only are considered.

Several important factors must be examined. Whether the motion is

"ballistic" or 'diffusive* is largely determined by the following:

1. The incoming hot-electron energy spectrum,

2. The film thickness,

3. The mean free path between--and the energy loss occurring at--each

electron-electron collision, and

4. The probability of escape at the rear surface.

Essentially the motion is ballistic when the energy of the incident

electrons is only slightly greater than the effective work function;

when the film is relatively thin compared to the mean free path; and

when a large fraction of energy is lost with each collision. As soon as

the electron suffers a collision, it is removed from the electron beam

and so there is no need to consider how the electron random walks through

the crystal. The emitted electron current I depends on the film

thickness b and on the incoming electron current 1, according to

the equation:

I - Io e-b/A (3.2)

where A is the diffusion range.

Diffusive motion occurs under the following conditions: 1) when the

incoming hot-electron energy is high; 2) when the film is fairly thick

so that the electron suffers several collisions within the film; and

3) when the electrons lose a relatively small fraction of their energy

at each collision. The range for the hot electron, which depends on the

initial electron energy, is approximately given by [tef. 211:

A 3  J (3.3)

where 6E is the total energy loss, f is the energy loss per collision,

and X is the mean free path between collisions.

Ballistic motion was discussed by Quinn (Ref. 22], who calculated

the range of hot electrons in metals by considering the energy of

SEL-62-142 - 12 -



interaction of a single excited electron with the sea of coaductios
electrons by a self-energy approach. Hot electrons are seumed incident
on the metal film and are scattered by electron-electron collision. For
low-energy hot electrons (i.e., those electrons whose energy 3 is less

than about 20 to 30 percent bigger than the Fermi energy 4F), an ana-
lytical expression for the diffusion range has been obtained. For higher

energies, one must resort to numerical integration and also take into
account the extra contribution from plasmon creation when w is greater

than wp . However, the treatment is strictly valid for ra (the radius
of a sphere equal in volume to the volume per electron, measured in
units of the Bohr radius) small compared to unity, whereas the results

are applied to metals in which rs is always greater than 2. Thus good
quantitative agreement is not expected, but it is anticipated that the
qualitative dependence of the mean free path will be correct.

The diffusion, energy loss, and multiplication of secondary electrons
within metals was considered by Wolff [Ref. 233. His calculation assumes
that the excited electron interacts with the conduction electrons through
a screened Coulomb potential and that the resulting scattering is

spherically symmetrical in the center-of-mass system of coordinates. The
theory for the diffusion and scattering of neutrons, as developed by
Marshak (Ref. 241, was applied to calculate the energy distribution and
yield of the hot electrons. The effects of the Exclusion Principle
were incorporated in the manner suggested by Goldberger [Ref. 25), and
the effects of the motion of the conduction electrons were discussed.

The calculation is strictly valid for electrons whose energy is greater
than 2 EF. For such electron energies, however, the excitation of plasma
oscillations should be considered, as they play such an important part.
Nevertheless, Wolff's predictions were verified by experimental results

indicating that a combination of Goldberger's modification and the

assumption of spherically symmetrical scattering counteract in some

obscure way the effects of plasmon creation. Hall [Ref. 16) showed how
Wolff's calculation could be extended to cover the complete range of hot

electrons from EF by suitably modifying the effective scattering cross

section. It is important to note that although Wolff's discussion con-
cerns essentially diffusive motion and thus 1(E) - X, the Goldberger-

Hall modification is essentially ballistic, in which case I(E) - A.

An interesting connection between the results of Quinn and Hall has

been found by Sze [Ref. 26). A graph of A for hot electrons in gold

films as a function of their incident energy was plotted from the figures

- 13 - SEL-62-142



of Quinn and Hall and it was found that the two cuarves connect smoothly
and agree reasonably with experimental points. Similar curves for

aluminum films do not appear to have this property, though they have a
similar form. All that can be said is that both theories require
knowledge of the values of several parameters and that the figures chosen
may be questionable.

An analysis of the diffusive motion of hot electrons in thin metal

films has been made here and will be discussed in detail in the following

chapters.
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"-IV. DIFFUSIVE MOTION OF HOT ELECrWX4S IN METAL FILMS

The diffusive motion of hot electrons within a metal was considered

first by Wolff (Ref. 23]. Irrespective of the method of production, the

electrons will travel through the metal until they suffer a collision

with another electron in the conduction band. At such a collision, the

incident electron loses some of its energy which is imparted to the con-

duction electron. The scattering angle is determined by the dynamics

of the system and will be discussed in some detail below. In the sub-

sequent diffusive motion, therefore, the electron will be considered as

diffusing through the solid and suffering surface reflections, multi-

plying and losing energy in the process, until it either drops back into

the sea of conduction electrons or escapes from the rear surface of the

film. As this description of the hot-electron motion will be used in

the present work, the Boltzmann equation as quoted by Wolff may be used,

namely:

-vN(r,fl, E, t)

_N (r,Q,Et) + v • grad N(r,fl,E,t) - -- + S(r, fE t)Tt .... ME)--'

+ f dE' f - M(E') F(0,E;g',E' (4.1)

0

where:

N(r,2,E,t) - number of electrons between the space coordinates r
and (r +dr), traveling between the directions 0
and (P+df), and having energies in the range E to
(E+dE) at time t,

M(E) - mean free path for an electron, in the direction of
motion, having an energy E,

v - electron velocity,

F(QE;2',E') - probability that, given an electron at (1',E') one
will be found at (2,E) after scattering. This term
is normalized so that those electrons knocked up from
the conduction band, as well as those knocked down in
energy from E' to E, are included. Thus

E#
f dE f dDF(P,E;D',E') - 2

0

S(rj1,E,t) - number of electrons created per second within the

energy range E to (E +dE) and moving in a
direction between f and (Q+dg).
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Equation (4.1) assumes that no inelastic scattering processes are present

and that no chemical bonding occurs, indicating that the conduction

electrons are treated as if they are free. In addition, it will be

assumed that the maximum energy of the hot electrons present is less

than that required to excite plasmon oscillations. Before attempting to

solve (4.1), it is very important to give a detailed discussion of the

scattering function F(DE;flE).

A. THE SCATTERING FUNCTION

Wolff (Ref. 23] assumed that the scattering was spherically sym-

metrical in the center-of-mass system of coordinates, thus inferring

that, on the average, the electron loses about half its energy at each

collision. The scattering function may then be expanded in the form:

F(f1,E;2',E') - F(cos 8;E,E') - z (2,t+1) Ft(E,E') Pt(cos 8) (4.2)

where 6 is the angle between fl and 10'. In his subsequent calcula-

tion, it was further assumed that only the first two terms F0 (EE')

and Fl(E.E') need be considered and that the effects of the Exclusion
Principle could be described in the manner suggested by Goldberger
(Ref. 251.

Landau and Lifshitz (Ref. 27, p. 423] wrote an expression for the

differential scattering cross section for two electrons having spins of

one-half which interact by Coulomb's law. As the colliding electrons

need not be in definite spin states, the result is averaged over all

possible spin states assuming that they are all equally probable. The

formula quoted assumes that the conduction electrons are at rest; even

so, it is very complicated.

As previously stated, a self-energy approach to electron-electron

interactions was considered by Quinn [Ref. 22]. The effect of the

Exclusion Principle and motion of the conduction electrons is taken into

account and thus an accurate description of the scattering function

may be obtained as follows.

Now, 21EI(p)l is the total transition rate for real scattering

events and is given by:

21Ei(P) L .- imS d3 k ) (4.3)
72 k2c [k, E(p.) - E(p_- k) + i 8
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whure e(k,w) is the Lindhard [Hof. 28] dielectric constant. The

above equation is applicable to an electron of momentum p colliding

with a conduction electron imparting a momentum k to the conduction

electron in the process. But,

f F(cos &;E,E') dEd 0 * 2EI(j)

where

p - V2'm-E, p . v4'2 , ' .cos a

and

d3k " d3 (A -p') =-27p' sin 0 p'dO dp'

For the energy range considered, C2 [(p- -),,WE) is given by Quinn

[Ref. 22, Eq. (3)). Substituting (p-p') for k gives:

F(cos O;E,E') 3e 2 (wp/V) 2 s (44)

Equation (4.4) has been expanded in terms of spherical harmonics in

order to see the dominant symmetry functions contained by F, but the

calculation revealed only a slowly converging series. However, as the

above derivation is only strictly valid for energies less than 20 to

30 percent larger than the Fermi energy, it will not be very accurate

for the present problem. For larger values of p, an accurate analytical

expression for EI(p) cannot be obtained. In this case, the percentage

momentum transferred will be decreased and thus the scattering angle

will be smaller. This is equivalent to reinforcing the lower order terms

in the expansion of F(E,E'; cos 0), thus making the scattering tend

toward the isotropic scattering envisaged by Wolff.

The retention of only a few Lerms is reasonable on physical grounds

since a high-order spherical harmonic has a very complicated form. If

they occur, they will be smeared out partly by the random motion of the

conduction electrons and also through succeeding collisions. High values

for the reflection coefficients Rl and R2  also reinforce .00 and,

to a lesser extent, '1 in any partial wave expansion of the density

function and thus reduce the significance qf higher order terms in
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It is felt that the inclusion of the Exclusion Principle and electron
multiplication, and the relative simplicity of the resulting equations

".when spherically symmetrical scattering in the center-of-mass coordinate

system is assumed, give a reasonably accurate description of the dif-

fusion motion of hot electrons in metal films.

B. TlHE DIFFUSION EQUATIONS

When hot electrons are injected onto or produced in a direction

normal to the film surface, the diffusion problem is one-dimensional

and has azimuthal symmetry. If x is the distance from the surface
and ON is the angle that the velocity of the electron makes with the

normal, we can write:

N(r,gQ,E, t) - N(x, cos GN,E)UI - (24L ,(,E ~co

and (4.5)

S(r,fl,E,t,) -S(x, cosON,E) *-L (2-t+1) St(x,E) Pt(cos ON~l

(In the present problem, only SO(x,E) occurs in the summation.)

Now, Vq is defined by:

. vNt (-6

M(E)

From the previous section, only the first two terms for • = 0 and

t= 1 are required, and thus (4.1) splits into a pair of simultaneous

integrodifferential equations in the steady state--the P, approxi-

mation of Weymouth [Ref. 29]. These are

M(E) 21- +,00 - 2 f 4pr(x,E') F0 (EE') dE' +S 0 (x,E)
0

and (4.7)

3 Zoox +,01 - 2 f 4 1 (x,E') FI(E,E') dE'
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The electron currents in the positive and negetive x directions,

for electrons having an energy 3, are:

0
i±x(E) a f ev N(x, cos ON,E) coo ONd(cos ON)

(4.8)

.Xe1 -0 ( x E) 4,b ( x, E

where e is the electronic charge and may be obtained from solving

(4.7) with the approximate boundary conditions.

One method of solution follows that originally given by Marshak

[Ref. 24] for neutrons, if it may be assumed that i/0 (x,E) does not

vary appreciably with energy., Then we can write:

•Ox. E)

0•O(x,E') * iO(x,E) - (E' -E) BE

and (4.9)

,0l(x,E') -=l(x,E)

where we assume that "'1 is an order smaller than %P0" This simplifi-

cation is only valid providing that Vi, and thus F, is almost isotropic;

that the electrons suffer a reasonable number of collisions within the

film; and that the film is of reasonable thickness. Assuming that the

criterion of wreasonable" is appropriate in our case--this will be dis-

cussed again later--we can make the substitutions:

f dE' FI(E,E') - <cos 0 >
0 av

and (4.10)

£ dE' (E' -E) Fo(EE') * •( average energy lost
f0 (' per electron collision)
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For the partiale& of equal mass

<.o 2e -• (4.11)

av 3

However, with the present problem, FI(E,E') is likely also to include

small contributions from higher order terms Ft (EE') and thus the

accuracy of this value is likely to be in doubt.

Substituting (4.9) and (4.10) in (4.7), we obtain:

00 + Z;-. 20 -2 E + So(x,E)

(4.12)

+ - 2" 1 < coo >

From the second of the two Eqs. (4.12), we have:

BOO (4.13)".0 3" 2- < con e > • x

Letting

1 X2 (4.14)

3(- 2 <coos > av

Substituting (4.13) in the first of Eqs. (4.12) gives:

X2 + 2" So(x, ) (4.15)
•2

The diffusion Eqs. (4.12) and (4.15) will be solved for two special

cases. First, the problem of generating photoelectrons within the in-

terior of the metal film will be considered in the following chapter,

and second, the motion of hot electrons injected into the film by a cold-

cathode device will be discussed in later chapters.
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V. yTUm WrxUIrn 1= 1 .

Suppose monochromatic light of frequency V falls on a very large

but thin metal film of thickness b. At a point x within the film, a
photon of energy hy will knock an electron, that is initially in the
conduction band of the metal at energy E., into a *tat* of energy
(Eo +hv). Normally, v will be sufficiently large that the energy level
(Eo +hv) is above the Fermi level EF, and thus the electron is 'hot.'
The electron then moves in an arbitrary direction, until its motion is
interrupted by scattering processes characterized by a mean free path X
in the direction of motion. Thus, at any point x in the metal, elec-
trons will be moving in both the positive and negative x directions
giving rise to measurable electron currents ir and if emitted from

the rear and front surfaces of the film. respectively (see Fig. 4).

METAL
FILM

LIGHT (hv) I

FIG. 4. LIGHT FALLING ON METAL FILM
GIVING RISE TO CURRENTS if AND
ir FROM THE FRONT AND REAR SURFACES b
OF THE FILM.

In order to calculate ir and if, it will be assumed that no
electrons are generated on the surface of the film and that the escape

probability for an electron approaching the metal surface is unity.

A. SIMPLE THEORY

If al is the absorption coefficient of the light, and ao is the

absorption coefficient of the elecLron along the x-axis, then the numbei
of electrons generated within a portion 8 x of the film at the point

x is No exp(-alx) 8x. The number of these electrons reaching the

I .rrar surface of film is:
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nr =(NO 0 "lK 8x) e"ce(b-x)

while the number reaching the front surface is:

nff (No e~ilx 5W e"aex

Now

b
ir a f nr dx

0

and

b
If aof nf dx

and therefore,

i r . (C•e -1+ a) e-aeh- e"alb

If (a - a, e-(a,+al)b-=_ •___ ~ ob (5.1)

This expression has been used by Hall [Ref. 16] and Spitzer, Crowell,
and Atalla [Ref. 18) to estimate limits to the mean free paths of photo-
excited electrons in gold and aluminum. In order to determine how ae

is related to the mean free path, a more detailed analysis is required.

The following sections contain details of the calculation connecting ae

and X, if it may be assumed that the electron motion is diffusive.

B. THE DIFFUSION EQUATION

Consider the density-of-states curve N(E) vs E for the metal at

a temperature of absolute zero. The photoelectric effect promotes

electrons from the conduction band to the empty states within the energy

range EF to (EF +h) from the range EF to (EF- hi) as shown in

Fig. 5. (For light of wavelength - 6000 A, the maximum energy that an

electron can have is 2.04 ev above EF. Such an energy could also have

been obtained by raising the temperature by '- 2000 0K. This gives some

meaning to the term 'hot' electrons.)
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(ErY) - -El

FIG. S. DENSITY OF STATES CURVE. 0
Light excites electrons from regios A
to region B. R(£)

Let us suppose that an equal number of electrons are generated in

all directions at the point x by this process. Then:

S(r,_2, E,t) - N(E) F(ET) [I -F(E+hv,T) I e ' (5.2)

where the Fermi distribution function is

F(E',T) • 1 (5.3)

From (4.5) and (5.2), we can write

So (X,E) - N(E)fq e"•lx (5.4)

where f1 takes into account the Fermi distribution function (5.3), such

that

FL .0 for E < EF and for E > (EF+hV)

and (5.5)

• 1 for EF<E< (EF+hWJ

(The limits for the integration take into account all values for E'

before the effects of the Exclusion Principle are incorporated.)

Thus, by solving the Eqs. (4.12), it is possible to calculate

iix(E) as a function of x and E. Two different methods for doing

this follow.
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C. SOUTION BY LALACE AND ULLIN Th MMATIGS

In order to solve (4.7), we follow the procedure adopted in Wolff

[Ref. 23] by Mellin-traneforning both equations with respect to 2 and

then Laplace-transforming with respect to x. We also oak* th. following

assumptions:

1. Ft(E,E) is defined as

FAý(E, E) uiPt (J : (5.6)

2. The mean free path X(E) is independent of energy and will be

called X,

3. The motion of the conduction electrons is small and merely smears

out the scattered electron beam, and

4. The functions 100 and 41 are both nonzero within the energy range

EF to (EF +hv) only. This occurs in the source term due to the

presence of F- and in the scattering term because of the Exclusion
Principle. The effect of the latter was discussed by Wolff follow-

ing the work of Goldberger [Ref. 25]. Figure 2 of Wolff shows that

Fo(E,E') is zero for E < EF and for E > E', but has a constant

value in between. The number of electrons having an energy greater

than (EF+hv) is small because they must have suffered several

collisions with other electrons having energies (EF+hv) moving

in the correct direction. Thus, the maximum E' available is

normally (EF+hv).

Let

4/0(y,s) * f dx e'Yx f dE Es #O(x,E)
1 0 0 1

and (5.7)

e0'k0(s) -f dE E5 v•o(x- oE)

Also,
* * f dE Es N(E)

S(y,s)-Of dx e'yx f dE El N(E) e'"ax 0 u-.l-J(÷-) (5.8)

0 0 - 14y-
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Then application of the trannfowmstiona to (4.12) gives.:

a 1'0(y) + Y?"'i(y's) XZ•(s) + S(y,e)

and
end (5.9)

YA .00(y, ) + •3
3 (-.y,-3) -2()

Equation. (5.9) solved simultaneously give:

(, - 1/2)
Sko(y's) 3 (s-)1-/ +" D°

(a -: 1/2) - 1 X2 2] D

and (5. 10)

(sYl') 3 a o 1 .

Inverting the Laplace transform gives:

'O(Xs) -I.. f00(y,s) eyx dy1 21riC

and thus involves.-alculating the residues of Do, Dl, and D. (The
calculation closely follows that of Weymouth [Ref. 29).)

Residue in Do occurs when S-0n; i.e., when y - -al [see (5.8)*.
Thus, the contribution to O0(X,S) is:

S~~~(a - 112)I•"l
¶(&+1/2) (18 "1)( a'1/2) . 2 22]

(,/2a +l)(s +3/2) 3
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Residue in D occurs when y *,8. where

. -+V3 (a -1) (a. -/)• IZ.
X (a, +M&)( + 312))

and gives a contribution to 4O(x,a) of:

3 ,I + 3/2) " X2 *)(e13

2A2(at IA (.+3/2 3

and to 0b(x,s) of:

2p6X2  3 (a (+0) 3 z±

Residue in DI again occurs when S-.4; i.e., when Y " -al, and

gives a contribution to -Ol(x,s) of:

I a, X I e-ax"I 3 (,15)

r 12ALAL2 - -1 2a12T
L (a + 1)(a +3/2) 3 3

From (5.11) and (5.13) we get:

(X")" 2- 1 (6•2 .•2J) e(aX + '• ((.16

and from (5.14) and (5.15) we get:

UL• .a -Ix y+to

se.L-62.-142 - 2z6.
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where

One boundary condition is that the net electron current entering the

film at x w 0 is xero, i.e.,

(i+Xl•) 3 x.o - o

Therefore, from (4.8),

-00(x' E) + 4llx, E)] x.0 "0 1.9

Taking the Mellin and Laplace transforms of (5.19) and putting x * 0

gives

1 XO(a) + 191(s) " 0 (5.20)2

But

O 0(o ,.) . 190(a) (5.2 ,1)

1 1

Substituting (5.20) and (5.21) in (5.16) and (5.17) when x - 0, gives

(X + 2(y) (3 + al)

and

0 -21 (5.22)
0 +(- +2y)(A + 1)

Substituting (5.22) and (5.16) and (5.17) gives:

(A2 ) (Av + X(5.23)

and [ "€1x (AA + 2yl) ]I1
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It will be noticed that the coefficient of A i sege. 'Itis is

consistent with the idea that •0 " 0 an a-a and ecceurs because we
1

have assumed that there is no reflection of light or electrons from the

film boundary at x a b, that is, the equations are ideally valid for a

semi-infinite slab of material.

The current flow in the positive x direction at the point x is:

EF+hv

i(+x) - f i+x(x,E) dE
EF

EF+hv

7.Te f 2 -O0 (x,E) + 41(xE)] dE [from (4.8)]2wr EF 2

. _k0 [ (x, E) + 01 (x, E) IxdE)
277 f L2r

* -,, [½ •o(xs) + 4i,(x, .) (5.24)
217 L2 .J s-0

When s = 0, then /• u l/X [from (5.12)] and y - -K [from (5.18)]

giving:

i(+x) N dE[(1/2

27rf( X~a1)] (e~x/X ek X (5.25)

Therefore,

ir .I (12-xl (e-b/k -e- aib (.6
"---_ (l/2 X) (e/ e~ ) (5.26)

lf 2 (1 ,2a2)

This last equation has a form similar to that of Eq. (5.1) obtained by

the simple theory.

However, it would seem difficult to use the above method of finding

ir/if if we assume that X is a function of E; and a more accurate

expression for the scatterinq function is used instead of the expression
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given in (5.6). Also, an oxproeasion fo the electroen 6%tr.ot flow i
function of 9, (ij.(t)], would only be obtained by performing tho in-
verse Mellin transform on (5.23), and so for it has been found inpseible
to do this. In view of these difficulties, another method for solving
(4.7) has been investigated, following the procedure used by Morshak
[Ref. 24J.

D. SOLUTION BY SERIES

Using (5.4) and the substitution

oo eE/2C "*o0, (5.27)

the diffusion Eq. (4.15) becomes

-a 2 ZOO -N(E) e"1 e'E/2C (5.28)
Zx2 X ZE

where the solution is understood to be valid in the range defined by.J.%

The general solution of the complementary function of (5.28) is:

0I . A ehx e(X/20h2E (5.29)
A,h

and the corresponding particular integral is:

0II . N'(E) ,,alx e•E/2C (5.30)
0 (X a2 + 1)

where

N'(E- rN(E) + 2.. 2C ,a 1 (5.31)
(X a 2 + 1)

1

Now 0 - .0i + 41 and thus, using (5.27), we get:

*0 - Aehxe (X h2 +l)E/2C - N'(9) "a'lx (5.32)
A(X a2 + L)

A,j 2
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But we have the boundery condition given by (5.19) for x a 0. Usise
(4.13) to derive o'1 (from (5.32)] and this boundary condition, we #et:

2 A.u N'( 2(.. ) 1, (5.33)

But •A is independent of E and therefore, from (4. 11) and (4.14),

h2 . . " .- (5.34)X X2

Also, as x-40, #0-0, and therefore all h must be negative.'

Substituting (5.33) and (5.34) in (5.32) and (4.13) gives:

0hx e71E

N,( Xa2) h ajxE

and 
(5.35)

(1 K2 ai L ~ Z( hx) ,q7E alx]

where

7 h2 X
2C

From (4.8)

i+x(E) X- ' N'+ I) he7
N - •"h 1 5.6

27r k2a2) ciLh
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Consider only one term in the sum; then from (5.34) h .1LA6;

therefore,

N +x2 ) ,-x/. ,- l (5.37)

which has exactly the same form as (5.25) derived in Sec. C, when we

integrate (5.37) over E, since the only energy-dependent term is N'.

Similarly:

i ,. I - ) .Kb/X - .cLlb
if 2 (ltX 2a2) - J

which has the same form as (5.26).

The question which then arises is what we should do with all the

other solutions contained in (5.36). Under the assumptions made, how-

ever, it may be argued that there should be no more solutions on physical

grounds, as we have considered values for •0 and 01 only between the
limits EF and (EF +hv). Within this energy range, both the source

function S(x,E) and the scattering function--this also implies C

and X--have been taken to be independent of E and so (5.28) contains

no energy-dependent term other than ?4/ZE which must thus be zero.

The diffusion theory reported here could easily be adapted to in-
clude a surface generation of electrons by replacing the sero occurring
in Eq. (5.19) by a constant. In addition, a more refined calculation
must incorporate the probability P(E) of an electron of energy E

escaping from a surface having a work function 0, where:

according to Wolff.

E. DISCUSSION

The relationship derived above uses an isotropic scattering function

and assumes <cos& 0,v 2/3. As it'is impossible to calculate the

error involved in doing so, little can be said about the exactness of

the result obtained. However, it is very interesting to find that
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exactly the same result is obtained by two methods which apparently

contain unrelated assumptions. Comparison of theory with experiment will

not be made until a more refined calculation, which includes boundary

reflections, has been made.

One or two points concerning the physical principles involved in the

generation of photoelectrons are pertinent here. An elementary analysis

of the dynamics involved in the excitation of an electron by a photon

reveals that the electron excited must initially be bound to an atom in

the solid in order that both energy and momentum may be conserved. As

the photon momentum (hv/c) is very small, the momentum vector k of

the excited electron is unchanged. Thus the conduction electrons, having

been given energy by a collision with a photon, do not change their

direction of motion. As there is no electric field present, the con-

duction electrons will be moving in every direction at random and thus

the source function will contain SO(x,E) terms only. However, the

error involved in this assumption is likely to depend on the metal used.

An accurate description may be obtained from using the tight binding

approximation (see Slater and Koster [Ref. 30]) when the conduction

electrons are described by wave functions of the form:

1 e _ _ ,i k'*rno ,•

rn

where On,,,m is a hydrogen-like wave function. When such electrons

are promoted, the source function will depend on the symmetry properties

of On,,m--for example, whether it consists of basic s-type or p-type

atomic orbitals. The photoelectron yield is thus expected to depend in

some involved way on the local character of the conduction electrons of

the metal film. Information on this could probably be obtained by

shining polarized light onto the metal film at different angles to the

surface, and measuring the yield across the film as a function of the

angle of incidence.
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VI. =MIAL 1IBT FO tM Dh3?SBI MMM K
INJICT= IN 1is FILM

It will be assumed that hot electrons are injected into a thin metal

film and undergo scattering, diffusion, and reflection before they are

emitted from the rear surface of the film. Solutions of the second-

order partial-differential Eq. (4.15) will be obtained using C and X

as parameters which depend on energy. The reflection coefficients are

functions of energy, but an average value will be taken in order that a

solution can be obtained. An expression for the electron current at a

point x within the film having an energy between E and (E+dE) will

be calculated when such an approximation is valid. The yield depends on

the incoming hot-electron spectrum j(EW), pertinent energies, and film

thickness. The relationship existing between the diffusion range A

and mean free path X will also be discussed.

A. SOLUTION TO THE DIFFUSION EQUATION

Consider monoenergetic hot electrons injected into the metal film

with energy E' at x - 0. Their subsequent diffusive motion may be

described by the equation [see (4.15)]:

X 2S +,00 = 2C ZOO (6.1)-ax2 ZE

Putting

4 - ef(dE/2C) (6.2)

gives

(6.3)

x2 XBE

Now 40(x,E) may be written as E(E) X(x), in which case (6.3)
becomes

E . h 2  (6.4)

x XE
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where h• is the separation constant and may be positive or ea0ttive
depending on whether hn is reel or imaginary. As the other parts to

the equation are necessarily real, ha cannot be complex.

Solutions of (6.4) are:

x- ( hnx + D,' hnX)

and

f(hf2ldE/2t)E " Gne

giving

00a e (dE/2t) Ee en( Cn e hnx + D. e- hax) (6.5)

from (6.2), where

2n hf()d (6.6)

On entering the film, the electrons will move at random but in such

a manner that their directions at any instaft of time are determined by

the various scatterings suffered with electrons in the conduction band

and reflections from the two film surfaces. Classically, an electron

will pass through the potential barrier existing at the surface when

its component of momentum perpendicular to that surface has an equivalent

energy greater than the work function. The reflection coefficient R

for a surface having a work function (p is given by:

flý4 for E> v

Bm j (6.7)

1 for E J

where all energies are measured with respect to an origin at the bottom

of the conduction band. However, the expression (6.7) when E > 9

should be modified, since those electrons which may be emitted classi-

cally may be reflected quantum mechanically. The latter occurs because

the amplitude of the oscillating wave functions, as derived from the

Schr;dinger equation in a region of space where the energy E is greater
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than the potential function V, depends on the magnitude of (E- )--se.

Eq. (2.8). For a sharp discontinuity in the potential function, there

will be a discontinuity in the wave function which is equivalent to a

partial reflection of the incident wave function. As this reflection

factor depends on the sharpness of the energy discontinuity, it must

also depend on the surface geometry of the film. Since little is known

about this surface geometry, it cannot be accurately calculated.

Assuming that the electron does not lose any energy on reflection,

the following boundary conditions are obeyed:

i+x(E) - R1 i.x(E) at x - 0

and (6.8)

i.x(E) - R2 i+x(E) at x b b

where the suffix attached to R relates to the value of 4 at the

surface according to (6.7). Using (4.8) and (4.13), the boundary

conditions (6.8) become:

c -00 a- ax at x - 0

and (6.9)

zo0o at x b

where

S(1- )
Ca 2  (6.10)

X 0 (+R)

a function of E through R and X. In order to proceed, we must make

the further assumption that c is approximately constant over the range

of electron energies considered. The problem then becomes similar to

that of heat conduction through a solid bounded by parallel planes when

heat is radiated from the ends into a medium at zero temperature (see

Carslaw and Jaeger [Ref. 31)). Substituting (6.9) in (6.5) gives

D . (hn+cO) 2hnb (h-c2) r (6.11)
Cn (hn.cl) (hn+c2)
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Thus

U0 efd2 L a 'sea (.n + ra S.)n (6.12)

n

where the values for h. are determined from (6.11) and will be dis-

cussed later and where the Ca's are the only unknowns. These may be

determined by expressing the incident hot-electron current in the form:

Io - eK(E') 8 (x- 0) (6.13)
27T

1. Determination of

From (6.13),

i+x(E') -2-K(E') B(x- 0)

i x(E') 0 0

From (4.8)

0 •0(x,E') 'P1(x,E')

and therefore

40'(x,E') K(E') 8(x-0) (6.14)

Suppose

Xn e hnx + -n e.hnx (6.15)

Then multiplying (6.12) by Xm and integrating with respect to x over

the film at an energy E', and using (6.14), gives:

b b,XmK(E') ,(x-0o) dx. exp. [ ,(•)1' ... r f X. X dx (6.16)

0 En L(E'
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WO now must evaluate f XX dx. From (6.15)
0

dh2

dx2  * *
m m

and therefore

b b fd 2 XmdXn
(h2- h,2)f Xn~ dx.a f dx~ d

. (xnd~m _ XmU b

0 dx dx2 )

0

But, from (6.9),

-n + Cl Xn a 0 at x - 0

and (6.17)

-- . c2 Xn - 0 at x - b

whatever the value for n. Thus

b
(h2 -h2) f XnXm dx - 00

and therefore,

b
f XnXm dx 0 when m n (6.18)
0

Ib

meaning that all Xr are orthogonal. To obtain J X; dx we note that:
b 0

b b d2  dx b 22fx dX2 ( dxA dx.x~~l f~ dx (6.19)
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From (6.15),

s h(ehnx ehnx)
dx

and therefore,

Ih2X2 dxn )2

nX .(•a) 2  , 4 h2 r, (6.20)

Integrating gives

h2 f X2 dx - ý.n dx + 4 h2 rn b (6.21)

0

Combining (6.19) and (6.21) gives:

b b
2hf2b ddXn + 4 hnFnb (6.22)

Now, from (6.17),

-cl X2 at x 0

XdXnXn dx

+c2 X2 at x b

There fore

-clXn at x " 0

d n (6.23)

dx

+c2Xn at x b
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Using (6.20),

(h at x a-0
(hg- cf)

Xh2

Sat x a b

Using (6.23),

( Xn b 4h2 r . c2 + c 1
(h2 - Jc) (h2 _ cf)

Substituting into (6.22) gives:

fb f dx c + 2 + cl ] (6.24)
0 2 [b (h2 -c2) (h - c2 )]

n 2 n 1

From (6.18), (6.24), (6.16), and (6.11), we can get:

exp N-•, dE)] exp E8.
Cn aK(E' n )(E')(6.25)
hn+l b+ c2 + Cl

'~+(h
2 -c2) +(h

2 -c2)
n 2 R

2. Evaluation of h.

(i) Put hn - an when an is real. Then an are the roots of

the equation contained by (6.11), namely:

* e2%nb (Qn + Cl)(an C2) (6.26)
, -"l)(& - C2)
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Consider cl and c2 unequal; (6.26) may be solved graphically
by plotting Yl as a function of an as shown in Fig. 6.

I + +cI )(%/Icg)

I 1ci IC2

I ii'l''l"

FIG. 6. TYPICAL GRAPHS USED TO DETERMINE THE ROOTS an.

Suppose the two nontrivial roots of (6.26) are (c 2 +p) and

-(c 2 +q). On substituting these values into the equation, it

is found that p = q, showing that the two roots are ±a.

(ii) Put hn = iu n where An is real. Then An are the roots of

the equation

2i Pnb (i1+cl)(iA+c2)
"A (i- cl)(i/.- c2)

By equating real and imaginary parts, it may be shown that the

roots exist and are contained by:

Y2 E sin 2Anb - 2An(cl +c2)(c2ci" - (6.27)

(p32 +c2)(I2 +c21

Inspection of this equation shows that if a root +A exists

then so does -An. Graphical solutions of (6.27) may be ob-

tained by plotting Y2  against An for positive An (Fig. 7).

Further simplification of the roots is impossible unless special

simplifications are made between b, c 2 , and c. These will be dis-

cussed in the following chapter.
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Y2

w/bi 0--/ In Z b

"t _ _b - - -- (e, +1 )(oce ,- i )

FIG. 7. TYPICAL GRAPHS USED TO DETERMINE THE ROOTS /8m.

B. EVALUATION OF THE ELECTRON CUBRENf DENSITY

Substituting (6.25) into (6.12) gives:

'00 (x,E) Fa (hn +C) ( enx + rn ehnX)

where

SK(E') exp[ f El(~ exp [-h.f El~ (6.28
Hn " (6.28)

S+ cl + c202 (h- c) (h2 -'q)

and thus(2 ( (h( hehn(n e ~hnd] (6.29)

It may be noticed that the age r of the electron as defined by Fermi

[Ref. 32) in the form 7' a - W (XdE/2C) enters into the calculation in

a natural way. Also the factor exp[-f (dE/2t)] arises because
E

electron multiplication has been assumed.
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Equation (6.29) may be simplified by grouping together the contri-
butions from two roots thn. The current density then involves the

following terms:

hn' +cl -h)-('". +cl)1 ( +nl ,

++ nh a- n x k
n)'(h,' +cl) + ________l)

From (6.11), this may be simplified to:

+h X( 2 ) + (6.30)n (h; + c) (h' - cl)

For the case when hn 0 i/3n, (6.30) may be simplified further to:

2 (i2XcI) cos j3nx - (cl ± 2kp2) sin /8,xl

n

Thus

2(c.+cE) 2(1; - Cl) e' •x + 2

ke 'n. ni, (an. + Xci) eI +(an' c) ej 2 An"O

(C 2 P( I -; 2Xcl) cor n 3x -(cl ±2X/32) sin Pnx]}

(6.31)

When the roots are large, the contribution to (6.31) is proportional

to

2liEL-) [A6-42 2Xcl) 2X6n] T - An
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Now

and, since X is negative, H(An) •&,n-0 as 8,no.

The current density emitted from the rear surface of the film is

obtained by taking the positive sign'at x a b in (6.31) and multiplying

the result by the transmission coefficient (- R2 ); that is,

2 r1 ) 8H(,) Xc2 
2n e

1,) r IXe ) ke 1bE (an'+ cl) (a. + c2)

+ 8 H(An) Xc2A 1- 2Xc1) cos (6.32)
n +c2)(l +2.

1Bn>0 + 2XIn)sin 6nb

mj

using (6.11) and where the coefficients are given by (6.28).

Thus the total current emitted from the rear of the film from an

incident monoenergetic beam is:
Es

f ir dE
(P2

and, from an incoming beam having incident spectrum jL(E'), is:

W El

Ir uf dE' AME) f dE ir (6.33)

0 P2

Similarly, the current density emitted from the front surface of the

film is given by:

8H~')Xcl#2H(Ae 2c~

* (1i)if 27~r)u-R 1tl i-0 (E) an n) X' cl+~

(6.34)
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The total current from the front of the film from an incident moeo-

energetic beam is:

E#
f if dE

and, from an incoming beam of inicident spectrum u(E'), is:

If - f dE' j1(E') f dE if (6.35)0 91

Complete expressions for If and Ir may thus be obtained by

substituting (6.32) and (6.34) in (6.33) and (6.35), respectively.
Further simplification is possible only if we remove the restriction that

x, X0, and C are energy dependent, and this will be done now.

C. SIMPLIFICATION

Let us suppose that ko and to represent the average values of X

and t over the hot-electron energy range considered. For a given ex-
perimental situation they are constants, but for different materials,
, 1(E') and 9, they will change. Suppose further we assume that X=-X•
in accordance with our assuming (4. 1) to be accurate. Performing the
various integrals on the energy-dependent exponential terms in Hn gives
a contribution of

-2 to- exp[- n 02] f Ds(E') K(E') dE' (6.36)
(h•X2- 1) 2o 0

to Ir, and a contribution of

-2 to exp v 11 f 1 d(E') K(E') dE' (6.37)

(h~k2 - 1) L2to 0

to If. Now

f jA(') K(E') dE' <E'> 10 (6.38)

0

since it is a measure of the total current arriving at the front surface

of the film. Application of the above calculation to the cold-cathode

device and the photoelectric experiment will now be made.
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VII. TI

A. THE COWD-CATHOE EMITTER

The front surface of the metal film is joined to the insulator and

thus B1 must be nearly unity. (If the electrons were to enter the

insulator, they would do so either in a filled or forbidden band, and

thus the only possibility would be for them to tunnel back into the

base metal. This probability is extremely small, as discussed in

Chapter II-B, and so it may be ignored.) Putting Bl - I in (6.10)

gives c1 - 0 and rn a 1.

Estimates of c 2 depend entirely on the value assigned to R2 . In

typical metals, the maximum energy that an electron can have before

exciting plasma oscillations is approximately 2 EF. For typical metals,

(W- EF) I ev and thus, from (6.7), R2  is always greater than /ll.

Averaging over all energies and remembering that electrons having

energies nearest to 42 dominate, suggests putting H2 equal to 0.9,

giving:

c M c 1 0.0263 (7.1)2 38Ko Ko

The roots an are obtained from solving graphically Eq. (6.26)

with c, - 0, namely:

2an'b (a' +c)
e (7.2)

(a.' - c)

In order to simplify (7.2) it is convenient to relate the film thickness

to electron mean free path by

b - NX0  (7.3)

where N is an unknown number related to the number of collisions ex-

perienced by an electron passing through the film. (In a given experi-

ment, b is assumed to be known, while X. and N are unknowns.)

Typical values for N have been chosen and the corresponding roots

obtained are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1. CALCULATION OF FACTORS OCCURRING IN TRE COLD-CATUODE M31l3T1

_ACIrM_

N -2 [b + 01//(se.. . F/

S 2 * 2.85c 0.006 2koN(l.03) 0.54

10 . * 2.05. 0.003 2X.N(l.09) 0.52

25 0-035 1.385c 0.001 2KoN(1.34) 0.53

_________ 2___ X2P 2b-c +p G
2)]

5 0.1 0.4 2.5 N X

10 0.025 0.1 0.625 N'\0

25 0.004 0.016 0.100 N\ 0

C.1/2 C-lo/2 C} 1 c[ =Icoal

5 -0.40 0.14 -0.20 0.34

10 -0.48 0.04 -0.45 0.07

25 -0.39 0.14 -0.46 0.07

In a similar manner, roots 8n are obtained by solving graphically:

msin 2,b (7.4)
n (A8n +c2)

Figure 8 shows the form of (7.4) for typical values of N. The minimum

in -2/3nC/(/2+c 2 ) occurs at 8n - c, where it has the value -1; and

the roots occur approximately where

2b 2NXo

where n is an integer [Eq. (7.5) is more accurate for the larger values

of n, but is normally also sufficiently accurate for n - I].
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i Y2

__ c__1

N a 25

FIG. B. GRAPHS FOR THE EVALUATION OF IN THE
COLD-CATHODE EMITTER.

'r is obtained by substituting (6.36) in (6.32) giving:

o o exp [ 2a {0 ý, 2 ] 1 T e anb

10F19 <(E'> ( ) b + [1 9 2]

2K/3n sin I3nb exp 2[o 92]

(8 2, 2 +21)( +2kc)[b' ]

/ 3n>0 n o .2 2)

.,X 2 + 1 T11+ 0 n eP C (7.6)
S(,62K.2 + 1) (1 + 2kc)[ b- c

6 n>O rn o (,a82 +c2)]
!n
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1
The various factors appearing in (7.6) have beon calculated for

typical values of N and appear in Table 1. Inspection reveals that

further simplification of the equation is possible since ag2 k2 << 1,

Lb - ic- ' NXý,
(,82 +c2)

and (7.7d

Lb + c2)- 2NXo(FI)

where Fl is very close to unity. Thus

Xo°to exp( T2•o ?L ,_ epo

~o~oexp(-.j8_r ...... _____

1019 ----

( exp [_(Ai5k2 12?. [cos (¶)I (1w")&inir) ] (.8+(0 'o. -2 N 12)

+ (A.22 + 1)(1 + 2kc)

The factor contained by the large brackets [ I is a very complicated

function of N, b, to, and 92. However, for given initial conditions,

it does not vary greatly with N. This has been demonstrated in a

particular case: consider a gold film similar to that used by Mead

[Bef. 17] in which (P2 a 10 ev. The values of { } and [ I have

been calculated for two different values of to, namely 1/2 ev and I ev [in

which case (92/2to) has the values 10.4 and 5.2, respectively]. It

must be emphasized that the values obtained are very rough and involve

taking the sum of two converging series, each consisting of partially

canceling terms. Thus it is reasonable to take [ 3 approximately

constant and of order 0.1. From (7.8)

Xo e. . (7.9)

SL 4 b
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predicting that a graph of (lr/lo) against (1/b) should be a straight

line whose slope depends oan ko, to, 92, and <2'> as indicatod by

(7.9). Departures of the experimental points from such a straight line

may be attributed to errors involved. si assuming that E I is a constant,

indicating that attempts at obtaining self-consistent values of [ I as

a function of 1/b should be made. In this way, a more accurate value

for the slope should be attainable.

By obtaining a series of results as a function of the energy range

of the incident beam and also of the work function at the emitting

surface, detailed information should be obtained about the variation of

the actual mean free path X and energy loss per collision C as

functions of the energy of the primary electron.

The only set of results available at present to which diffusive

motion-might apply are those by Mead [Ref. 17, Fig. 13. If his results

are replotted in the form of ratio of emitted current to input current

as a function of I/b, a straight line is obtained for the two input

energy spectra considered. It is found that the ratio of the slopes

(for high-energy electrons to low-energy electrons) is given by:

0.435 , a__0_________

0.130 exp (-

where the indices h and t refer to high- and low-energy incident

electrons. Now h > C and thus any change in XO with energy is

likely to be outweighed by to variations with energy. The only method

of getting more accurate information would involve additional experiments

measuring the total yield for a given incident-electron energy beam

as the barrier height q2  is varied.

B. THE PHOTELECTRIC PIOBLEM

When hot electrons are produced by shining light on the metal film,

the two surfaces will behave similarly as far an hot electrons are

concerned and thus the reflection coefficients will be equal. Thus

cl a c2 - 1/38 X, taking a a 0.9 as before. Using this relationship,

the nonzero root is found from (6.26) in the form:
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*i o~b _aL (+ c (7.10)
YI" • (• c)

Now (n' +C/Ln - c) yl is a rectangular hyperbola having asymptotes

Y, a l and an

In a similar manner, the roots P. are found by solving:

Y2 ' cos Bnb - (c 2 "/+n2) (7.11)

(c2 + )

The graphs have the form shown in Fig. 9 and thus

N6n Xn_ . 01 where n - l, 2, 31 ... (7.12)b NXo

(c2-$n)

S1" (c2-22)

I A

FIG 9.2 cRAPs FO HEEAUAINb F I
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Frou (6.32),

0 02 - o +C 0 b +

a6nr 2 [A3 (7.14)

An (3+ C ) +b 4.2X02 [/~~ b(I, 0 2c

+ o-32.]2

n

Table 2 contains values of o.n and the various factors derived

from it for typical values of N. Inspection reveals that both (7.13)
and (7.14) may be further simplified as n o

*[ n2+.)] �op u 0 N(F2 )
0b + ( - 2)
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TABLE 2. CALCULATION OF FACTORS OCCURRING IN TOE PNOTOMLMCTRIC DEVICE

FACTORS
1 [b + 2./ (..:2. C2)1 l.s/ 2),• ,• tN a~ h~2c/.~ 2 

-c
2 )] (b - 2e/(,0, + C!(I

5 0.104 • 3.95. 2koN(1.02) KwN 1

X.

10 0-07S - 2.8Sc 2koN(1.07) XN 1
X.

2S 0.049 s 1.8Sc 2 .N(1.13) ,.N I

X2 2  Mu 1/2F2 .b(s"(+c)]2 p 1/2F2 [&b/(&,' c)]2

222

5 0.4 4.Oc 0.36 0.90

10 0.1 1.75c 0.35 1.17

25 0.016 1.5c 0.37 1.71

and

/n )2 for n > I

From (7.13), therefore,

I 8 o 2( ) W M+ ( 1-I)n Qn+Q0o R cos (Aob)
10 19 (XoN) I Z

n>l

(80 &in (/ob) (7.15)
(1 + 2kc)

and from (7.14),

ko°•° exp( q [*N
1o 1-9 OP + Q. + Q. (7.16)

n>l
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i
where

t ,b a+/ (approximately constant and equal to 0.36)2F2 ' +nc

2

2Fn a(1 c

_.x_ 1-A2 2 7.17)
Qn U

n>l -n O")

and

Q0 0 ý2 -

(ý.2 + c2)2r +c2
[ '3 20 .(•o2~ ~~ + 2 •o+c2) T N0

For photoelectrons, the average energy loss per collision must be

small since the electrons have an energy nearer to the Fermi energy than

those generated in the cold-cathode device. Estimates of the two

factors [ I appearing in (7.15) and (7.16) have again been made for

various values of (qP/2ý 0 ) and appear to vary only slightly with N.

Thus both Ir and If appear to depend on (1/b).

Since it is normally possible to measure both (Ir/lo) and (If/1o)

as functions of thickness, more information concerning the factors is

forthcoming than in the cold-cathode experiments as

M + R (-)n Qn+ Q[R Cos 180b - AO..+X1 sin 1eob]

Ar n>l (7.18)

ifP+ 1: n + Q0

n>l

At the present time, it is not possible to compare the predictions

of Eqs. (7.15), (7.16), and (7.18) with experimental data since such
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results correspond to the cases where the hot-electron motion is

unlikely to be diffusive. (Accurate results would involve self-consistent

solutions once again.)

Chapter V described the diffusive motion of the electrons generated

within the metal film. Normally al >> X and thus, from (5.26),

ir/if I e b/k, a form characteristic of ballistic motion. It would

appear, therefore, that the incorporation of a high reflection coef-

ficient is responsible for changing this dependence to (1/b); this

result seems quite plausible on physical grounds.
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viii.

The model used to describe the motion of hot electrons within a
metal film is one of diffusion. It assumes that most electrons undergo

reflection at the film surfaces, that they suffer several collisions to

randomize their motion, and that the differential-scattering cross

section contains only s-type and p-type angular dependences. The result

of introducing electron multiplication into the model produces the

factor exp(-Gq/2to) in (7.8), where V - V2; and also in (7.15) and

(7.16). It also makes <cos 0> av take the value 2/3 in (4.11). If

this effect was completely absent, the predicted variation of yield with
work function of the emitting surface would not arise and, also, X would

equal +X2 . On the other hand, partial electron multiplication would

change exp[-(9 2 /2ý 0 )] to exp[-(9 2 /t 0o)], where t lies between I and

2 and depends on the energy of the incident hot-electron beam, and also

on X.

In a given device, it would be very desirable to decide unambiguously

whether the motion of the hot electrons is ballistic or diffusive. It

would appear easy to do so at first sight, as ballistic motion is

characterized by an exponential decay law e"b/A, whereas an approximate

I/b variation for diffusive motion is predicted here. However, it was

seen that the results of Mead, for example, gave straight-line dependences
in both cases, although this might not be the case if experimental

scatter of the points could be reduced. Thus, at present, such dif-

ferentiation between the two types of motion is inconclusive.

The theory presented in the preceding chapters should be applicable

to other problems in physics. The motion of hot electrons in semi-

conductors is an example--in germanium and silicon the electrons lose

energy by collisions with optical phonons and their motion is certainly

diffusive (Bartelink, Ref. 33]. The only modifications necessary would

be to remove the terms introduced by electron multiplication and alter

the values used for the parameters. The theory should also be applicable

to the slowing down of low-energy neutrons in a material. The mathe-

SImatics involved also resembles that of heat conduction and thus may

presumably be interpreted for the case of a thin slab of material.
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